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Intro
Hello and welcome, 
In this issue : Results of WRC Safari Kenya, ERC Poland and Roma Capital and CFR Rallye 
Rouergue-Averyons.
Good reading !

Results
World Rally Championship: Safari Kenya
Welcome back in East Africa for the Safari Rally Kenya for the 8th round of World Rally 
Championship, a bit of history, created in 1953 the Safari Rally join the International 
Championship for Manufacturer (IMC) in 1972 and the WRC the following year, since the Safari 
Rally was par of the championship until 2002, then in 2007 and 2009 it was part of the IRC. In 
2020 the Kenya Rally should came back to the calendar but … you know what happen.

WRC
The Safari Rally start by a SSS won by Juhopack, after this training a first leg composed of 8 
stages waiting our drivers as joan dominate the morning by wining all stages and taking back 
10s and 7 places, Juhopack, forzamanta and Ankel crash in the same sector who was hiding 
rocks and stumps. Determined to sit his dominance joan won the SS6 but Netherlands strike 
hard and won SS8 by 10s on joan and 20s on mimowrc 4th in this stage, after an impressive 
SS9 where the Top5 are in less than a second Netherlands won the last stage of the day and 
profit of an advantage of 22 seconds on hubertos, 40s on mimowrc and 50s on joan who got 
a puncture and lost 40 seconds.

Leg 2, 3 stages to run twice, seen a battle between mimowrc and Netherlands all day long, 8th

at the end of Day1, rauldetramo retired early this morning, as joan keep losing ground on our 
duo, hubertos slide quietly on the podium, on the last stage of the day long of 20km in difficulty 
on the 2 first sectors mimowrc release an amazing last sector and take the lead as 
Netherlands has totally failed this last sector and lose 50 seconds and fall down to 3rd almost 
tied with hubertos at 14s of the Bulgarian.

Unhappy with that Netherlands fight hard in this last day in Kenya, by firstly taking back the 
lead and resist to the Power Stage where mimowrc crash in the last kilometres offering to 
Netherlands and L.S.D. Brescia Corse WRT they first victory ! Hubertos stay 2nd, joan 
ended-up third at 1:28 minutes, G.Ros and Hug are 4th and 5th over 2 minutes.





WRC-2
In R5 class Alexander Burns and his teams mate of RBR Argentina, Federico Vega and 
TEMERUEZ took control of the podium early in Day1, but in SS3 Alexander Burns broke his 
suspension and have to finish the morning at low speed. ekstatiker strike and rob the lead from
both Argentinians, TEMERUEZ close the gap between him and ekstatiker after SS4.
In SS5 Federico Vega is the only remanent of the battle as our duo retired in this stage, after 
this 5th stage only 12 cars in WRC-2 are still running, Alexander Burns is 7th at 1 minute of his 
teammate.
Planing to catch some positions, Alexander Burns this time lost a wheels in the same stage 
and was forced to retired, Federico Vega is now solid leader as the other try to survive from the
hostile roads of Kenya, ViErNeS13 is 2nd at 48s, Gabriel_Rosso is 35s behind, varito and 
legac22 are fighting for 4th and Bretal and gres for 6th.

Start of Day2 its time to replace them self for points Sunday, and Federico Vega until now solid 
leader leave the road and crash, ViErNeS13 is comforting his lead on Gabriel_Rosso and 
varito, Bretal and legac22 fight for the 3rd place. Bretal take advantage in SS13 and push his 
compatriot at 24s as Thomas Radstrom overtake legac22 and are now at 1 minute of the 
podium.

Unfortunately Alexander Burns retired his car early this day and wont win any point, 
ViErNeS13 now assuring the win secure his place, Gabriel_Rosso is 2nd at 28s, Bretal 3rd at 2 
minutes, varito is 1 minute behind and Thomas Radstrom 5th at 6 seconds of the Spanish.



JWRC



European Rally Championship: Rally Poland
For the 4th round of the European Championship who heads to Poland and their fast and 
dangerous gravel stages.

ERC
The rally start by a SSS in Mikolajki Friday evening, and the show start Saturday morning, 
Alexander Burns quickly take control of the rally, behind Netherlands with a Fabia Evo has 
resited to hubertos until the SSS at the end of the section where he lose a minute drop down to
7th place, now 2nd the Polish man has Juhopack in his mirrors himself fighting with MaRtEs13, 
mimowrc is 5th ready to hit. The SS6 cause trouble to mimowrc and Netherlands both of them
are out, then varito and Ankel both fighting in Top10 are also retired, Juhopack pass 
hubertos for 2nd place and MaRtEs13 is still 4th at 15s of hubertos, 15 cars made it through the
first day.

Short and fast Sunday hubertos is decided to retake his second place from the Andorran and 
fight to SS14 where he will concede 5s and could gain only 1s in the last stage, Alexander 
Burns won with a solid gap, Juhopack defeated hubertos for 2nd, MaRtEs13 assure his 4th 
place and rauldetramo is 5th.



ERC-2
Very few cars are competing in ERC-2 but interesting battles, leading until SS4 ViErNeS13 
retired, letting fight mcdaros, Endriu and Fan Andriam, they exchange their place all the 
afternoon, for the Production cars the rally was more difficult as only 5 cars finish the day, 
Gabriel_Rosso is 4th with a Subaru Gr.N and Miniben on a Fiat 124 RGT.

On the last 6 stages Fan Adriam was invincible, 5 scratch out of 6, pushing Endriu to the fault
and retired, he created a minute between him and mcdaros, Gabriel_Rosso finish 3rd and 
Miniben 4th.

ERC-3
WATATAGUI dominate once again the ERC-3 group, Caraballo_Lucas resisted before finally 
being distanced and commit mistakes. In Junior class edubrea and Flecha fight all the Week-
end before Flecha retired in SS12, Carballo_Lucas drove as fast as he could to came back 
from 7th to 3rd at 8 tens of a second of edubrea, for miniasca and vfr, the two Belgians just 
contented to survive and finish this rally and they claim 4th and 5th place with all the points.



European Rally Championship: Rally di Roma Capitale
Welcome in Italia and back on tarmac for Round 5 of ERC.

ERC
Starting immediately with mimowrc first leader but T.Soovik won’t let him go away and after 
three stages only 9 hundreds of a seconds is separate our two drivers. Riry has take the 2nd 
place from Seba Majzner and hubertos join them after successfully push back varito’s attacks.
Riry profit of the battle between the two Polish to flee and get closer to the leaders and goes off
the roads in SS6, the last of the Leg1, in the same stage mimowrc spun and T.Soovik took 
advantage and now 6 seconds ahead from the Bulgarian. hubertos will finish the day in front of
Seba Majzner for 2.6 seconds. In difficulties Federico Vega suffer from an engine issue and 
retired in SS6. 

Behind Juhopack and Rauldetramo are fighting when Seba Majzner in difficulties lose two 
places letting pass both of them and drop down to 6th. Riry in serious difficulties had to stop on 
the road section to fix his car and lost several minutes, mimowrc take back the lead and join 
the first Service Park with a 6 seconds gap on T.Soovik.
A light rain on the beginning of the afternoon was enough for Riry to definitively retired, in SS13
hubertos unconfident with his tyres choice was overwhelm by Juhopack and Rauldetramo 
and lost two places, after damaging a suspension Seba Majzner has worked on his car on the 
road section and received a penality at the start of the stage. At the end of SS15 we surprising 
see mimowrc arrive first as we learn that T.Soovik is out, with two street SSS left mimowrc 
won the Rally di Roma Capitale.



ERC-2
In Production class, mcdaros dominate his opponents, his teammate Endriu has committed a 
mistake in Leg1 that cost him the podium, Zio Pino on home soil didn’t succeed to join the 
finish line, his Porsche 997 GT3 Cup wasn’t comfortable on some roads. pepeta and 
AssurGus fought for the 2nd in last kilometres, after two best time AssurGus took advantage 
before being beaten by pepeta in the two last Super-Special Stage.



ERC-3
In FWD class, WATATAGUI after a mistake in the first stage started his recital before retired at 
the end of Leg1. Rallye-Sport62 on a Peugeot 207 R3 start the Leg2 in first place with Cesar 
Mieres decided to win the ERC-3 group, after getting ride of his opponent in Junior class 
PauloSoriaRally profit of a mistake by Cesar Mieres to fight for the lead with Rallye-Sport62.
Pushing his Fiesta R2T to the limits he committed a mistake after seeing the French man on the
side of the road retiring his 207 R3T, it wasn’t enough for Cesar Mieres who failed at 1 second 
of PauloSoriaRally, WATATAGUI climb back to 3rd place. Behind in Junior class Miniasca 
leader of the championship had to repair his car at the beginning of Leg2 and give team orders 
to his fellow AmG555 and his brother MDTC13 3rd in Junior before presenting him self late in 
the last stage giving him a 3 minutes penality and let pass his leader to save a 5 th place and his 
championship chances.
After the rally, the Argentinian PauloSoriaRally under investigations received a 20sec penality 
for multiples corners cut, with that Cesar Mieres inherited of the first place of ERC-3 group.



French Tarmac Championship: Rouergue Aveyron
Fast and tight stages is waiting our drivers, the French Championship is highly competitive and 
the pace was close.

General
The rally start in an absolute chaos, best times for everyone nobody seem to had an advantage
on the others until the noon break where a battle between kev42130 and rauldetramo start, 
the Spanish take the lead and Juhopack climb up to 3rd place joining BSauto 12 and G.Ros for
a triple-threat match easily won by the Andorran as BSauto retired and G.Ros drop a place to 
the profit of hubertos.

Not quite awake kev42130 retired in the first stage of Leg2, mimowrc catch back 6 places and 
20s before leaving the road in SS12, G.Ros and ekstatikers get fooled at the same spot, all 
the three drivers are retired from the rally. With a safe gap hubertos confirm his 3rd place as 
rauldetramo successfully defend the first place from Juhopack and won the Rallye Rouergue-
Aveyron by 37 hundreds of a second !



Michelin Trophy
The drivers eliminated themselves during the rally and Hug profit to secure the win.

Renault Clio R3T Trophy
After the crash of Bretal in Leg1, Fufu26 was comfortably leading but he get lost in the last 
SSS and didn’t use the correct layout he received a Fixed Time and lost the lead.



Junior Championship
A battle during all Leg1 between Miniasca and djess animated the Junior championship as 
Chrismus got mechanicals issues and distanced, djess got trouble and lost 40s and let the 
gap grow.

Championships Results
(CFR, Michelin, Clio Trophy, Junior)





Other
Ads

We're looking for testers!

 Give your feelings for new cars  Tests of new SS

 Compare them with those of the same 
class

 No Beugs

 Felt on 3D  Correct the possible cuts

 Good placement of the exterior 
elements of the car ...

 Your feelings about possible 
improvement.

If you are interested, meet on the discord or otherwise you can contact Djess on the forum! 

Discord link:
https://discord.gg/awF2TQ

Calendar
Week 36 from 31/08/2020 to 06/09/2020
Stable   Omloop van Vlanderen 2 20  Belgian RallyeSim Championship
Stable   Rally New-Zealand 3 18  World Rally Championship

   Rallye hautes Cotes (Cf. 2) 1 6  Coupe de France des rallyes asphalte
   Rallye Defi 2 19  North American Rally Cup

Week 37 from 07/09/2020 to 13/09/2020
Stable   Rajd Kormoran 2 14  Polish Rally Championship
Stable   Rallye Mont Blanc 2 14  Championnat de France Asphalt

    Rallye Picodon (Cf. 2) 1 8  Coupe de France des rallyes asphalte
    Telstra Rally Australia 3 20  World Rally Championship 2003

Week 38 from 14/09/2020 to 20/09/2020
Stable  Niederösterreich Rallye 2 10  Alpe Adria Rally

   Rallye VXR 3 18  Virtual Malagasy Rally Championship
   Rally Costa Smeralda 2 6  Campionato Italiano Rally

Stable   Rallye de Lorraine (Cf. 3) 2 10  Coupe de France des rallyes asphalte

Week 39 from 21/09/2020 to 27/09/2020
Stable  Rally of Turkey 3 ?  World Rally Championship

   Pacific Forest Rally 2 14  North American Rally Cup
Stable  East Belgian Rally 1 12  Belgian RallyeSim Championship

   Rallye  Ardèchoise (Cf.2) ? ?  Coupe de France des rallyes asphalte





Skin of the month

Subaru Impreza 555 Gr.A Hołowczyc/Wisławski Albena Rally 1997 (by venturi)
https://www.mediafire.com/file/k94pcgtq89tatou/Holowczyc_-_Albena_Rally_1997.rar/file     

BP Ford World Rally Team OMV ADAC Rallye 2005 (by alex_speed)
https://www.mediafire.com/file/fs0lp4f489thwr5/MsportWRC05.zip/file     

https://www.mediafire.com/file/fs0lp4f489thwr5/MsportWRC05.zip/file
https://www.mediafire.com/file/k94pcgtq89tatou/Holowczyc_-_Albena_Rally_1997.rar/file


Do not hesitate to return to this magazine and if you want to share screenshots of your career 
mod rallies send them on the dedicated subjects in the Screenshot section of the forum or by 
PM. (If you wish a brief comment can be add).

Neuville RBR
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